Background--There is limited evidence of long-term impact of right ventricular pacing on left ventricular (LV) systolic function in pacemaker recipients with preserved LV ejection fraction (LVEF). The objective of the study was to evaluate the outcome and echocardiographic course of baseline preserved LVEF in a large cohort of pacemaker recipients with respect to pacing indication and degree of right ventricular pacing.
S
everal studies have demonstrated that conventional right ventricular (RV) apical pacing causes changes of the electrical and mechanical activation pattern of the heart. These changes can result in an altered regional perfusion, mechanical dyssynchrony, and adverse left ventricular (LV) remodeling. [1] [2] [3] [4] Eventually pacing-induced mechanical dyssynchrony may promote progressive impairment of LV systolic and diastolic function, resulting in severe clinical heart failure and cardiac death. 5 These effects seem to be of particular clinical relevance for pacing-dependent patients with preexisting LV dysfunction at time of pacemaker insertion. 6, 7 Nonetheless, patients with baseline normal cardiac function may also be affected by the detrimental effects of RV pacing. [8] [9] [10] However, it does not necessarily mean that every conventionally RV-paced heart is prone to mechanical dyssynchrony. The development of mechanical dyssynchrony and associated LV dysfunction during long-term RV pacing rather seems to be an individual and multifactorial process. This would explain why certain individuals with normal LV function at time of pacemaker insertion, who represent the vast majority of conventional pacemaker recipients, are susceptible to the potentially harmful effects of RV pacing while many others are not.
To the best of our knowledge, no investigation thus far has studied the incidence of pacing-induced LV dysfunction in a large, nonpreselected population of conventional pacemaker recipients with baseline preserved LV systolic function. Therefore, the main objective of the present study was to evaluate the overall outcome and echocardiographic course of LV function in a large cohort of pacemaker recipients with baseline normal or at the most mildly reduced LV systolic function with respect to antibradycardia pacing indication and anticipated cumulative degree of RV pacing.
Methods Study Population
All consecutive patients implanted with a single-or dualchamber pacemaker for a standard antibradycardia pacing indication at University Heart Center Bad Krozingen between 2005 and 2009 were screened for analysis. For the purpose of the study, we only enrolled eligible pacemaker recipients who had a normal or at the most mildly reduced LV ejection fraction (LVEF ≥41%) at time of device implantation and who also had a clinical and echocardiographic follow-up of at least 6 months. Exclusion criteria were a reduced LVEF of 40% or less at baseline, an indication for an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator or cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) device, or the lack of sophisticated paired echocardiographic examination at baseline and follow-up of at least 6 months after device implantation. All available clinical, echocardiographic, and device-related data were prospectively gathered and electronically stored at University Heart Center Bad Krozingen. Enrolled subjects were classified into 2 groups according to the initial antibradycardia pacing indication and anticipated degree of ventricular pacing: group A, patients with atrioventricular (AV) conduction block, expected to require a high percentage of RV pacing ("AVB cohort"); and group B, patients with sinus node disease, expected to require a low percentage of RV pacing ("SND cohort"). Pacemaker recipients who could not be clearly assigned to either group were excluded from analysis. The SND cohort was defined as control (minimally or nonpaced) group since they have an intermittent or minimal need for ventricular pacing in contrast to group A patients with advanced AV conduction block. To achieve this goal, all group B patients were programmed to minimize ventricular pacing, including the use of algorithms that favor atrial pacing over AV sequential pacing.
Follow-up treatment was adjusted to the patient's clinical needs at the discretion of the treating physician. An upgrade to CRT was performed in patients who developed severe clinical heart failure during follow-up and featured an established class I or IIa indication for CRT according to the 2008 guidelines.
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The study was approved by the institutional review board, and all included subjects gave informed consent to participate in the registry.
Echocardiographic Assessments
Standard transthoracic echocardiography was performed by an experienced examiner to assess LV function at the time of implantation and at least once during pacemaker follow-up according to the current practice guidelines. 12 At any echocardiographic examination, a minimum of 3 cardiac cycles were recorded and analyzed. Preserved LV function was defined as normal global LV systolic function with fractional shortening ≥30% without regional wall motion abnormalities and estimated LVEF >55%. Deterioration of LV systolic function with or without regional wall motion abnormalities was classified as mild, moderate, and severe, depending on the assessed LVEF at last follow-up. Following the current recommendations, 12 we defined 4 categories of LV systolic function to which the patients were finally assigned: LV-0: LVEF >55% (preserved); LV-1: LVEF 41% to 55% (mildly reduced); LV-2: LVEF 31% to 40% (moderately reduced); and LV-3: LVEF ≤30% (severely reduced). The most recent echocardiographic examination performed at last visit was considered to define the follow-up category of LV systolic function.
Outcome Measures
The predefined main outcome measures were (1) time to death from any cause, and (2) deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories at time of last follow-up as compared with the value at time of implantation. Outcome measures were compared between the pacing indication groups A and B with respect to the baseline category of LV systolic function (LV-0 versus LV-1). 
Statistical Analysis

Results
Patient Characteristics
Between January 2005 and December 2009, a total of 1552 patients received a conventional single-or dual-chamber pacemaker at University Heart Center Bad Krozingen and were assessed for eligibility. Among all pacemaker recipients, 561 (36%) did not meet the entry criteria and were excluded from analysis. Hence, the study population consisted of 991 patients (530 male, 54%) with a mean age of 73AE10 years. Five hundred patients (51%) were assigned to group A (AVB cohort), and 491 patients (49%) to group B (SND cohort) ( Figure 1 ). Important clinical characteristics of the study population and the 2 groups, including detailed information on the pacing indications and implanted cardiac pacing devices, are presented in Table 1 . Female sex, atrial fibrillation, and hypertension were significantly more prevalent among group B than group A patients. At time of pacemaker implantation, 791 patients (80%) had a preserved LVEF (LV-0), and 200 patients (20%) had a mildly reduced LVEF (LV-1). There was no significant difference in baseline LV systolic function between group A and group B (P=0.26). Patients were followed for a mean of 44.2AE21.2 months with no significant difference in Figure 1 . Study enrollment and patient population.
# Exclusion criteria were baseline reduced LVEF ≤40%, indication for an ICD or CRT device, and lack of paired echocardiographic data recorded at baseline and follow-up. According to pacing indication and anticipated degree of RV pacing, patients were classified into 2 groups: group A, patients with AV block (AVB cohort), and group B, patients with sinus node disease (SND cohort). LV-0, baseline normal LVEF (>55%); LV-1, baseline mildly reduced LVEF (41% to 55%). AV indicates atrioventricular; AVB, atrioventricular block; CRT, cardiac resyncynchronization therapy; ICD, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; RV, right ventricular; SND, sinus node disease. 
Echocardiographic Follow-Up of LV Systolic Function
After a mean follow-up of 44.2AE21.2 months, 74% of the whole study population (732 of 991 patients) revealed a preserved LV systolic function. Among the 791 patients with baseline normal LVEF, 658 (83%) had a preserved (LV-0) and 93 (12%) had a mildly reduced (LV-1) LVEF. Forty patients (5%) experienced deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories (LVEF ≤40%; LV-2 or LV-3) (Figure 2) . Among the 200 patients with baseline mildly reduced LVEF, 74 (37%) showed an improvement to normal (LV-0), 71 (35.5%) remained unchanged with a mildly reduced LVEF (LV-1), and 55 (27.5%) had worsening of LVEF below 41%. Sixteen patients (8%) experienced deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories (LV-3) (Figure 2 ).
There was no significant difference in the long-term course of LV systolic function between group A and group B. The development and severity of LV dysfunction was similar in both groups for patients with baseline normal LVEF (P=0.58) and patients with baseline mildly reduced LVEF (P=0.12) (Figure 3 ). Eighteen patients out of the whole study population (1.8%) developed severe clinical heart failure and were upgraded to a CRT device. Eleven of these patients presented with baseline normal LVEF, and 7 with baseline mildly reduced LVEF (P=ns). There was no significant difference in the need for CRT upgrade between group A and group B (1.8% versus 1.8%; P=0.97).
Outcome
Death from any cause
During the observation period, 166 of the 991 study patients (17%) died. Death from any cause occurred in 85 of 500 patients (17%) in group A and 81 of 491 patients (17%) in group B. The average time to death from any cause was not significantly different between group A and group B (47.3AE21.6 versus 46.7AE20.5 months, P=0.31; median 44.4 versus 45.5 months). The left panel in Figure 4 shows the Kaplan-Meier estimate of cumulative survival according to pacing indication group. The occurrence of death was also similar in both groups when patients were classified according to baseline LVEF category ( Table 2) 
Deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories
Deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories was observed in 56 of the 991 study patients (6%). The outcome occurred in 30 group A patients (6%) and 26 group B patients (5%). Kaplan-Meier estimate of event-free survival according to pacing indication group is depicted in the left panel in Figure 5 . With respect to baseline LV systolic function, the event rate was comparable among groups (Table 2 ). There was no significant difference in time to event between group A and group B patients with (LV-1: 45.1AE22.9 versus 42.5AE22.6 months, P=0.17) ( Figure 5 Table 2 summarizes the outcomes of group A and group B according to baseline LVEF category.
Impact of RV pacing on outcome
In line with our hypothesis, the mean cumulative percentage of RV pacing was significantly higher in group A (AVB cohort) compared with group B (SND cohort) (85.5% versus 22.7%, P<0.001). By univariate analysis, mean percentage of RV pacing was a predictor of death from any cause (hazard ratio [HR]: 1.007; 95% CI: 1.001-1.013; P=0.014) but not deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories (HR: 1.008; 95% CI 0.999-1.017; P=0.09). However, multivariate analysis failed to identify mean percentage of RV pacing as a predictor of death from any cause (HR: 1.005; 95% CI: 0.999-1.011; P=0.10). With respect to baseline LV systolic function, univariate analysis identified mean percentage of RV pacing as a predictor of death from any cause (HR: 1.008; 95% CI: 1.001-1.014; P=0.02) and deterioration of LV systolic (Table 3) . Table 4 summarizes the results of univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analyses. In multivariate analysis, age was found to predict death from any cause, whereas age and diabetes mellitus were the only predictors of deterioration of LV systolic function ≥2 LVEF categories.
Predictors of main outcomes
Discussion
The main findings of our study show that overall survival of conventional pacemaker recipients with baseline normal or mildly reduced LV systolic function is basically not influenced by the pacing indication and anticipated degree of RV pacing. Patients with AVB who required frequent or permanent RV pacing had a similar survival after pacemaker insertion compared to patients with SND who required only intermittent or minimal RV pacing. Importantly, this held true even for the subgroup of patients with preexisting mildly reduced LVEF (41% to 55%). Moreover, there was no significant difference in the development of clinically relevant LV dysfunction or deterioration of preexisting mild LV dysfunction between the pacing indication groups. The majority (83%) of our large pacemaker population with baseline normal LV systolic function revealed a preserved LVEF after >3.5 year follow-up, and only 5% experienced clinically relevant deterioration of LV systolic function, as defined by a significant decrease in LVEF ≥2 categories (ie, LVEF ≤40%). Among these patients, only 1 of 4 was indicated for an upgrade to biventricular pacing, accounting for no more than 1.4% of all pacemaker recipients with baseline normal LVEF. Our findings lent further evidence and support to the practice that patients with normal LV systolic function and need for antibradycardia pacing should be implanted with a conventional (dual-chamber) pacemaker irrespective of the pacing indication and anticipated degree of RV pacing.
Several studies have shown that upgraded patients derive similar benefit from biventricular pacing compared with de novo implanted patients. [13] [14] [15] This further argues in favor of an initially conventional pacing approach, with later upgrade in case of pacing-induced deterioration of LV systolic function (LVEF↓ to <35%) and worsening of heart failure symptoms (New York Heart Association class III or ambulatory IV) despite adequate medical treatment. 16 Notably, recent follow-up data from the PACE trial suggest that de novo biventricular pacing may prevent the reduction in LVEF and increase in LV end-systolic volume observed with RV apical pacing in patients with baseline normal LV systolic function. 17, 18 However, these functional and structural changes were not associated with any difference in clinical outcome at 2-year follow-up. 18 In contrast, the multicenter randomized PREVENT-HF trial could not demonstrate significant differences in adverse LV remodeling, LVEF, and clinical end points after >1 year between RV apical and biventricular pacing in AVB patients without LV dysfunction. 19 In addition, preliminary data from the most recent BIOPACE trial 20 showed no significant difference in the incidence of death and heart failure hospitalization after >5 years between the 2 pacing modes in a large cohort of patients (n=1239) with conventional pacemaker indication and preserved LV systolic function. Thus, de novo biventricular antibradycardia pacing cannot be recommended at present for patients with baseline normal LVEF. The situation may look different in patients with moderateto-severe LV dysfunction. 6 The potentially detrimental effects of RV apical pacing have been attributed to pacing-induced development of mechanical LV dyssynchrony. 1,2 However, only a subset of conventional pacemaker recipients exhibits relevant LV dyssynchrony with long-term RV apical pacing. 4 The amount of pacing-induced LV dyssynchrony seems to be related to the presence and severity of LV dysfunction. 7 Hence, specifically patients with preexisting LV dysfunction and underlying conduction disease have been identified to be susceptible to the deleterious effects of conventional RV pacing. 6, 21 There is now emerging evidence that patients with preexisting reduced LV systolic function may benefit from de novo biventricular instead of conventional RV apical pacing. Several randomized controlled studies demonstrated that de novo CRT is able to reduce heart failure-related symptoms and hospitalization, and improve quality of life in these patients. [22] [23] [24] In particular, the BLOCK HF trial 24 provided convincing evidence in favor of de novo biventricular antibradycardia pacing for AVB in patients with LV systolic dysfunction. The 691 study patients (mean LVEF 40AE8%) were randomly assigned to biventricular pacing and conventional RV pacing with or without implantable cardioverterdefibrillator back-up and were followed for >3 years (mean ventricular pacing rate >97%). Patients assigned to biventricular pacing had a significant lower incidence of primary outcome, a composite of all-cause mortality, urgent care visit for heart failure, or ≥15% increase in LV end-systolic volume index, compared to those assigned to conventional RV pacing. In secondary analysis, the rate of heart failure-related hospitalization was 30% lower in the CRT group. 24 In line with these data is our finding that conventional pacemaker recipients with baseline mildly reduced LV systolic function (LVEF 41-55%) performed significantly worse compared to those with baseline normal cardiac function. However, we could not observe a significant difference in outcome between the pacing indication groups, which differed substantially with respect to mean percentage of RV pacing during follow-up (85.5% versus 22.7%, P<0.001). Importantly, the mean percentage of RV pacing did not predict outcome in multivariate analysis. Moreover, patients with baseline mildly reduced LVEF experienced more frequently an improvement to normal (>55%) than worsening below 41%. These observations suggest that diverse underlying (individual) cardiac conditions and beneficial effects of antibradycardia pacing itself may have influenced outcome in this study. In support of our data, it has been reported previously that conventional dual-chamber pacing can improve cardiac function in selected heart failure patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. 25 However, further randomized studies are certainly needed to better characterize those patients who likely benefit from an initial biventricular pacing approach to bradycardia. In everyday clinical practice, whenever one considers a patient with baseline mildly reduced LVEF for de novo biventricular antibradycardia pacing, it is worth the effort to distinguish to what extent clinical presentation may be secondary to the underlying bradycardia rather than to the LV systolic dysfunction. In any case, the potential benefit of de novo or upgraded biventricular pacing should be weighed against the added complication rate and shorter service life of the more complex CRT system along with the subsequent need for more revision procedures and higher costs. 16 
Study Limitations
The major limitations of the present study are imposed by its retrospective nature. The analysis of echocardiographic data was restricted to the assessment of LVEF categories according to the practice guidelines for clinical application of echocardiography. 12 Therefore, patients with slightly reduced LVEF between 51% and 55%, for instance, who were considered in the BIOPACE trial 20 as patients with preserved LVEF, have been put on a par with patients with more significant LV dysfunction and LVEF between 41% and 45%, who represented the average pacemaker cohort in the BLOCK HF trial. 24 This may further explain why a substantial number of our LV-1 patients (baseline LVEF 41% to 55%) improved to normal or remained stable irrespective of the initial antibradycardia pacing indication. Moreover, we did not systematically assess and analyze sophisticated echocardiographic parameters of mechanical LV dyssynchrony and structural LV remodeling. However, despite the provocative echocardiographic data from the PACE trial, 18 clinical relevance of changes in functional and structural parameters in pacemaker recipients with preserved LVEF needs to be proven. Another study limitation is imposed by the lack of detailed information on the development (SND cohort) or improvement (AVB cohort) of cardiac conduction disease, which has an impact on the need for atrial-based RV pacing and potential development of pacing-induced LV dysfunction. Based on the purpose of our study and the "intention-to-treat"-like assignment, such situations were not considered for analysis, which might have skewed the outcome findings to the disadvantage of the SND cohort. On the other hand, the mean percentage of RV pacing was <25% in our SND cohort, which is far below the deleterious 40% cut-off reported for the DDDR pacing group in the MOST trial. 26 
Conclusions
In a large cohort of nonpreselected conventional pacemaker recipients with predominantly normal LVEF, development of clinically relevant LV systolic dysfunction is a rather infrequent event irrespective of pacing indication and cumulative percentage of RV pacing. There is no significant difference in death from any cause and development of severe LV dysfunction requiring upgrade to biventricular pacing between patients implanted for AVB and patients implanted for SND. Accordingly, prophylactic de novo biventricular antibradycardia pacing cannot be recommended for patients with conventional pacemaker indication and preserved LV systolic function.
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